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About Us

Comstoc is a material procurement firm based in the North East of England. We

are proud to use our expertise to offer a world class service to the UK’s

engineering and manufacturing companies allowing them to cut costs and boost

their bottom line amongst soaring overheads and material costs.

We are able to confidently do this by leveraging our existing supplier

relationships, industry expertise and streamlined processes that utilise the latest

tech.

If you’re thinking of taking your business to the next level and gaining a

competitive advantage in your market but want to keep your overheads and

head count down then please get in touch today and learn more around how we

can help you and your business.
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ABOUT

US 
Who is Comstoc?

“Scientists investigate that which already is.

Engineers create that which has never been.” -

Albert Einstein



Services

MATERIAL 
SOURCING

Comstoc offers one-off sourcing and
brokering for raw materials, we boast a huge

supplier base of raw material suppliers
centred around providing a world class

service to SME engineers & manufacturers
from nylon bars to nickel alloy plates

Save Time

Don’t spend hours scouring the
internet and making countless
phone calls across and outside
of the UK, let us do the heavy
lifting and find the material you
need.

Cut Costs

When buying hard to find
material it is often hard to get
a good price as you have very
little levergae, Comstoc uses
its large supplier base and
relationships to make sure
you get the best price
possible.

Transparency

After we find the material you
need we connect you with
the supplier and charge an
upfront transparent fee so
there is no need to rely on us
again.
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Services

PROCUREMENT 

OUTSOURCING

Discover the transformative power of

procurement outsourcing with Comstoc  By

entrusting the procurement of materials like

metals and plastics to experts, your company

gains access to specialized skills without the

burden of full-time hires. This approach not

only saves costs but also optimizes

processes, securing better deals on materials

and enhancing competitiveness. Tailored to

companies aiming for efficient growth,

particularly SME engineers & manufacturers.

Comstoc's gradual implementation ensures a

seamless transition with meticulous attention

to detail.
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What is it? How could it help your
company?

While concerns about control may arise,

partnering with focused experts facilitates

goal alignment and fosters progress. In

essence, partnering with Comstoc empowers

your company to unlock savings, streamline

operations, and give you the competitive

edge.



Services

OUTSOURCING NEXT STEPS

Comstoc's customer onboarding process

is a comprehensive journey,

commencing with an in-depth

assessment that incorporates an on-site

visit to grasp your company's needs

firsthand. From there, we craft a tailored

strategy, defining roles and milestones

to ensure alignment. Our team

seamlessly integrates with yours,

offering extensive ongoing support

throughout the transition period. Clear

and open communication channels are

established to foster collaboration and

efficiency, empowering your company

with the necessary tools for success.

With Comstoc, onboarding transcends a

mere process; it becomes an easy

collaborative partnership dedicated to

meeting set goals.

Phase 
03

Proposal

Phase 
01

Initial
Consultation

Phase 
02 Site Visit

Phase 
04 Gradual

Integration
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Any Questions,
Call me.

www.comstoc.com

Dalton@comstoc.com

07360 108 398


